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It is generally assumed that the phonology of Andalusian (and 
therefore of Sevillian) Spanish is readily derivable from that of standard 
Castllian by the application of a few simple rules:I 

( 1 ) the distinction between Isl and 191 is lost: 191 -> Isl ~ 
's-using' or. in part of the region. Isl -> 191 ·~ '&-using;' 

(2) the distinction between lyl and If.I is lost: If.I-> lyl; 

(3) final Isl is 'aspirated': Isl-> lhl I_ [+cons] 
# 

My investigations in the Province of Seville. carried out in 1981 and 
1983. have shown not only that the above rules are oversimplifications, but 
also that there are additional differences that cannot be accounted for by 
strictly phonological rules. 

As a basis of comparison. so that it can be seen how deviant the 
consonant system of SeviJJe Spanish really is. I should like to review briefly 
the consonants of Standard Spanish, i.e., the upper-class urban speech of Old 
and New CastiJe.2 

Standard Spanish has three voiceless stops: Ip, t. k/, which are 
normally unaspirated. /ti is dental or interdental, not alveolar. The point of 
articulation of lk/ varies. like the lk/ of English, German and many other 
languages, according to the foUowing vowel. /p, t. k/ occur initially, between 
vowels, after liquids. after Isl, 191, and after nasals, but not in the same 
syUable. They do not occur word-finally or syUable-finally. They are in 
tautosyUabic clusters only with Ill and lrl. There is one voiceless affricate 
/Cl, which is usually not considered to be in the same set with Ip, t, kl 
though its distribution is similar, the only difference being that !Cl does not 
form clusters with /1/ and lrl. 

Corresponding in point of articulation to the voiceless stops are lb, d, 
g/, voiced fricatives with stop allophones. The stop allophones occur only 
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after silence and after nasals. It is customary to consider the stop allophones 
primary, but in reality, t.be fricative allop.bones have less restricted 
distribution, and in connected speech (as contrasted wit.b citation forms) the 
fricative allophones occur more than four times as frequently as the stops. 

Slightly different from /b, d, g/ are two other voiced fricatives that 
are sometimes mistakenly treated as semivowels. The palatal /y I and the 
labiovelar /w/ are regularly stops ((jJ and (g•J) only after nasals. Utterance
initially they may be either fricative or occlusive. /y I is roughly to /c/ as 
/b, d, g/ are to /p, t, k/, but /w/ has no voiceless counterpart. Engtish
speaking linguists often consider /y/ and /w/ to be the same as the non
syUabic Iii and /u/ of t.be diphthongs in bW1 and QlWll. which I believe is 
erroneous.3 

There are three nasals. whic.b contrast word-initially and between 
vowels. They occur after I~. 9, 1, r/ of a preceding syUable. and before all 
consonants. but assimilate completely to the point of articulation of a 
following consonant so that there is no contrast among nasals in sylJable
final position. Word boundaries are not obstacles to this assimilation (except 
in some dialects, eg. Riomba, Ecuador, where all word-final nasals are velar.) 

There are four voiceless fricatives If, e, s, xi, all of which occur 
initially and intervocaJically. If/ alone forms tautosyUabic clusters with /l. 
r/. In many parts of the Spanish-speaking world It/ is bilabial. The /s/ of 
Std. Peninsular Spanish is not lamino-alveolar like the /s/ of English and 
Sout.b American Spanis.b, but apical and somew.bat retroflexed. It is usually 
called "cacuminaJ 1". Those unfamiliar wit.b the sound often mistake it for 
[SJ /9/ and /s/ can occur syllable-finally. They bot.b assimilate to the 
voicing of a following voiced consonant. as in ~ [dezaeJ, .mWll2 [m1zmoJ, 
C.&W2 [f'aEttJo), whereas /fl and /x/ do not. /1/ occurs initially, medially, 
finally, and in the clusters already mentioned. There is an apical trill /R/ 
·and an apical flap /r/, whic.b contrast only between vowels. Elsewhere t.be 
contrast is neutralized. Only /R/ can occur word-finally, e.g. and.al:. JW:ll. 
/R/ occurs regularly in some regions. while /r/ occurs in others. I shall say 
nothing about I&./ at this point, because in the real language it has merged 
completely with /y/. It is alive only in textbooks. on the stage, and in 
regional Cwm-standard) dialects.• 

Between the standard Spanish of Spain, which I have been dealing 
wit.b up to now, and standard Latin American varieties, t.be principal 
phonological difference is supposed to be t.bat /9/ and Isl are merged as 
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lamino-alveoJar /s/. In the lowland or coastal regions of Latin America and 
in the South of Spain (the region of Andalusia) there is. in addition to the 
merging of /9/ and Isl. the so-called "aspiration" of this merged sound in 
word-final and syllable-final positions. That is. Isl is converted to lb) so that 
Estos hombres hablan espaftol ·these men spellk SpmislJ , sounds 
[ehtoh6mbreMblauehpaft6ll; the voiced velar fricative !xi is replaced by the 
same glottal or pharyngeal spirant [h). and final /1/ and /r/ are weakened 
and confused. In non-S-aspirating varieties of Spanish, e.g. Mexico City. 
word boundaries generally count for nothing pbonologicaHy. For example, aH 
of the following pairs or triples are absolutely homophonous in normal 
speech: 

4 a) es puerta /espuerta/ b) es tamal /estamaI/ 
espuerta esta ma! 

c) con padre /kompadre/ d) es de aqui /ezeteaki/ 
com padre (d)esde aqui 

e) la sabes f) el hecho 
las aves /lasabes/ el !echo /elefo/ 
las sabes helecho 

g) el hado h) son hombres /son6mbres/ 
el lado /elado/ son nombres 
helado 

In most S-aspirating varieties. however. word-final Isl is treated as 
syllable-final even when it is followed by an initial vowel, and so it is 
converted to /hi. Therefore la zebra [laseera] 'the zebril' and las hebras 
[lahebra) 'the fibres· do not sound alike, but la jyota [lahunta) 'lhe group· 
and las uota (lahunta] JJe gre11ses them· do. This merger of /x/ with part of 
the distribution of /s/ is a considerable deviation from the standard sound 
system, but is trivial compared to what else happens in the Spanish of 
Seville. 

Before speaking of what happens to Isl in Seville, I would like to say 
a few words about some other supposed differences between Andalusian 
and Castilian. 

First, the non-distinction of Isl and /9/. It is widely supposed that all 
of Andalusia. like Spanish America. has Jost the distinction by shifting /9/ to 
/s/, and it is chiefly for this reason that it is generally believed that 
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American Spanish comes from Andalusia (cf. Izzo. 1984). But way back in 
the 1930's Espinosa and Rodriquez-Castellano. who were then fieldworkers 
for the never-published Spanish dialect atlas. found that almost all of 
eastern Andalusia -- Almeria, jaen. C6rdoba. and N.E. Granada -- have the 
Castillian distinction between /s/ and 19/. Of the area where the distinction 
does not e1ist, about two-thirds has shifted Isl to 191 rather than 191 to 
Isl. That is. much more of Andalusia is~ than~· Strangely, the 
~ area includes all of the province of Seville e1cepting the capital city 
itself, which is seseosa. 

Another misconception about Andalusia ~ is that it is all W.S.U. (y
u.r1i1g') while the rest of Spanish distinguishes I I.I from /y/. In fact, in all 
of East Andalusia (where /s/ and 101 are distinct) this merger occurs; but 
this is also true of most of New Castile and much of Old Castile. On the other 
hand, in many places in ~ Andalusia6 If.I still e1ists. In fact, there are 
three towns within ten km. of the city of Seville where I Ii.I still e1ists. This, 
in my opinion, casts considerable doubt on the belief that ~ originated 
in Andalusia and spread from there. 

Another interesting and important point is that in appro1imately the 
same region of East Andalusia where the /s/ - /9/ distinction e1ists, the 
sound corresponding to standard /1/ is in fact [I), whereas in Western 
Andalusia it is (hi. This would seem to be an unimportant phonetic variation, 
but it is DQ1. for it is in. eiaclJy the same area where III e1ists that the old 
(bl. which came from Latin /fl, is also lost. In all places where standard /1/ 
is [b), the old [hi from Latin /11 is preserved, and is merged with it (and also 
with the [b) which comes from the aspiration of intervocalic /s/). This 
means that East and West Andalusia have significantly different phonological 
systems. It also appears to mean that West Andalusia was a backwater at 
the time the rest of Spain was giving up (hJ under the influence of Old Castile 
(starting around 1400 ), so that when the change of Old Spanish Isl to 
Modern Spanish /1/ finally arrived (after 1500), it simply put the still 
retained [h) in place of Isl, instead of adopting the new sound [1). 

Strange things happen to /I/ and /r/ word-finally and syllable-finally. 
Word-finally, they both drop, e1cept in the article ti Std. [el) 'J./Je, and the 
demonstrative UIW Std. [akel] '/JJ.11.' The /I/ oC these two words is retained 
as such only if the following noun begins with a vowel: aguel hombre 
[akel6mbrel · lh.11 111111,' el animal [elanuna) '/.be 111i11J.lf' Before a 
consonant, /I/ changes to Ir/, as does every Ill before a consonant within 
words; so we have er . oolicia (frpolls'ia) the po/kellJllJ,' aguer oaoe 
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[akfrpape] 'UJ111 paper.' Otherwise, they are dropped in word-final position. 
Hence we have singular versus plural nouns like Qini. [pma] (Standard D.inac. 
[pmar]) pine pove · , mi [peraJ (Std. ~ [peral) ) 'peu tree: vs. 
~ [pmare] 'pine pove' and ~ [perale] 'peu tree., . where 
superficially /I/ and /r/ appear to be part of the plural endings, i.e. a • 
le/re. Final /I/ and Ir I are OQ1 preserved in liaison. Unlike the other kinds 
of Spanish I have encountered, Seville Spanish has no horror of hiatus. Two 
e:ramples I caught on the fly were "Eso no puede ir ahi" [esonopwee€1a1] 
'I/Jal CJllJ 'I go there' --four vowels in a sequence -- said by a woman whose 

husband was trying to put too big a package into the trunk of their small car: 
and "Usted lo puede corregir a er [uthelopwedek6rehiae) ·you am correct 
him· --three full vowels in a sequence-- said to me regarding a supposed 
mistake in Spanish made by an Argentinian friend. 

Within words there is also no syllable-final /I/. It is not dropped, but is 
replaced by Ir/; so~· feller' is ltartal but g1QQ 'broth· is [kareol. which 
in Standard Spanish means 'thistle'. A further complication is that 
infinitives. which normally drop final /r/ like other words. keep it before 
the enclitic pronouns ~ H.. rua and Q1. and assimilate it, with distinctive 
lengthening, before~~ and 12.. So 'lo say' is /desi/ (Std. /dee1r/), 'lo s11y 
that' is /desi eso/ but 'lo say to you' is /desirte/, and 'lo s11y to him· is 
/desil:e/ (Std. /de81rle/). 

Returning now to /s/: since Isl in the standard language can occur at 
the end of words (and very frequently does. since it makes nouns and 
adjectives plural. and verb forms 2nd singular) and since all the sounds can 
occur word initially, /s/ can, in principle, occur before all the sounds of 
Spanish, including itself. Since in Standard Spanish, and practically all other 
varieties, /s/ disappears before /r/: los romanos [lofomanos] 'l/Je Ko.mans: 
etc., there is nothing very remarkable about the fact that it also disappears 
in Seville. Isl before nasals and before /I/ in Seville (and other ls/
aspirating areas) becomes a voiceless anticipation of the nasal or Ill, so 
m.i1.m.2 'same; las manos 'UJe buds; llD2 'don.key: W! ls/and,' etc .. are 
lmiqµnol. [larymano], [aQno], ryia], etc. These voiceless sounds are usually 
considered to be phonologically /h/ and are transcribed (b). I do not quarrel 
with this, but phonetically they are not glottal spirants but voiceless nasals 
and voiceless laterals. 

When final /s/ comes before pause, it is lost entirely in Seville and 
many other s-aspirating regions. In some part of Eastern Andalusia, and 
possibly in parts of the Carribbean, the former presence of final /s/ is 
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indicated by a difference in voweJ quality (cf. Navarro J 939 ), but in Seville 
the Jost /s/ has Jeft no trace whatsoever: Q.ww1 (pirkel puk · and 
oaraues 'puks: ~ lloko) 'tTuy' and klsm 'tTuy. pl,' GJll{ (hente) 
)'«>pie' and~ 'peoples: sound exactly alike. 

Word-final Isl in SeviJJe is also Jost when it precedes /c, s, f, h/. 
There are examples of this in Table 2. La(s) cboza(s) 'I.he hutf.r},' ilW 
sabana(s) 'l.hesbeet(s},' la(s)fuente(s) 'l.heJ'ountaio(s}: la(s) gente(s) 't/Je 
people(s},' alJ sound the same in singular and pJural - unless the speaker is 
being very careful. in which case (hf or even Isl may appear, just as in 
English horseshoe, and ~ are normaJJy (h6rsuJ and (klozl, but can be 
(h6rssul and (kloszl in hypercorrect speech. 

When Isl comes before voiced fricatives /b, d, g/ the result is 
voiceless fricatives [~. e, xl What I think is important, and what has not 
been recognized, is that these voiceless fricatives are distinctive sounds 
(ta1onomic phonemes) in contrast with the other sounds in the dialect. I did 
not at first realize this. and was Jead to the realization indirectly. In many 
speakers, both in Spain and Spanish America. If/ is bilabial rather than 
labio-dentaJ; but in Seville I could get no one to say or even to accept my 
pronunciations of~ Tin', ~ Tountaio; defiende 'de/ends; with 
[~) for If/. I attributed their rejection to purism. I was sure they used 
bilabial If I when I was not around. It was onJy when I began trying to find 
out what happened when /b/ came after /s/ that I realized that in SevilJe 
I~/ was a separate phoneme and DQ1 the one that occurred in~ etc. The 
same thing happened with /1/. One of my informants often corrected my 
repetition of his pronunciation of words like ~ 'people,' .l21t :fe#ph,' 
insisting I say [hente] instead of my normal [Jfentel Only when I asked 
him how to refer to aJJ the members of the G6mez family, and he answered 
Jos G6mez 1lo16mel. did I understand why he didn't want me to say (I) in 
UD1i. uaW2 'twin,' WjQ 'son; etc. Likewise . s + s -> e . for eumple, LW. 
~ It twelve odock; is (aJa06seJ. So. the combinations of /s + b. s + g/ 
and /s + y/ do not merely give a [hi aJJophone of /s/, but result in the 
creation of the sound contrasts/~/ vs If!, Ix/ and /~/ vs. /h/ that the other 
varieties of Spanish do not have, while the combination of /s + U creates a 
0/s contrast. which does e1ist in Standard Spanish. but with a compJeteJy 
different distribution in the Je1icon. 
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Table 1 
Consonants of Standard European Spanish 
P. . h h d I rinc1ole D onemes. alloo ones an examo es 

/p/ (p) pan, plan, campo, [ml mama. San Pedro. 
mapa,Espafia,prado samba. campo 
tanto. hasta, tres. /ml 

/t/ [~l gato. otro [IIJl enfermo, en frente 

/k/ [k) 
coco. pisca. clima, 

[nl no. Ana. pan, canto crema, banco 
m ucho, chico. 

In/ 
banco, San Jose. 

1c1 [cl rancho [Dl pongo 

[el 
cabo,cabra,cable, 

/ff./ [fi) cafia,ancho desbastar. dos veces 
/b/ 

Vamosl cambio, (b) 
bronco [fl fuerte, flaco, 
nada, desde, If/ 

[~l care 
[E!] mad re 

/d/ 
[q] D6nde?. caldo [9] cinco, vez veces 

soga, una gata, /9/ 
(~] desgranar. algo [~] juzgar. luz verde 

/g/ 
GOmez. mango, [g) 
un gato [$1 solo. misa, mas. esto 

(obsolescent ) Isl desde, mismo. 
lfJ [fi:] 

calle 
[?] mas blanco 

(j) ayer.cane /1/ (1) jota. ojo, monje 
/y/ 

Lalo, alma, peral, 
[j] inyectar. un Ueno Ill (1) 

claro 

[~) agua, dos guantes Ir/ [rl caro. grado 
/w/ 

[g l un huarache. guante /R/ [f' l carro (parte, amar) 

N.B.: [~. q, E!l are apic~dentals; [$, ?l are slightly retroflexed 
(concave tongue) ap1c~alveolars, [f'] md1cates an ap1c~alveolar trill. 
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Table 2 

Modification of Consonants by /s/ in Seville .. 

Isl+ consonant 
sp, st, sk-> ~. se, sg, sy-> s ---> zero/ i.s.f.h•1 

ph, th, kh ~.e,x.~ pause 

Espana [ephaffa] las vacas [lapaka] las chozas [lac6sa J 
las sabanas [las~na] 

hasta [athaJ desde [geeeJ las fuentes [lafwentel 
estos casos a las doce los gemelos [lohemelo) [ethokhasol [ala06seJ 
busca [biJ.kha) disgusto [dixuthoJ •std. /1/ • Seville [hi 

los g6mez [lox6meJ Seville also has [hi from 
los Yuste [lo~utheJ Latin /fl where Std. 

Soanish has 0. 

Word-final /a/ before in.itial vowel 

s--> h /_# V 

los obreros [loho&reroJ 
vas a vemr? (Mha&enil 
que te has hecho? [ketaheeoJ,... 

*"'but: tu vas a venir? [~uaa&enil, varnos a ver [b&rnoaeeJ; 
and: rrus hiJOS [misiho), los ojOs (los6hol 
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The last context for syllable-final Isl. which is first in Table 2. is 
before voiceless stops. Ine1plicably it has never before been noticed that 
this results in aspirated voiceless stops. Everyone "knew" that /s/ became 
[hi. so that is what everyone heard: aspiration followed by voiceless stops 
instead of voiceless stops followed by aspiration. Elm is [pathal. WM is 
[kapha). ~ is [bukhal. Such words are transcribed (pahta) etc. in the 
linguistic atlas of Andalusia. Here are some minimal pairs: Qi1i leg; l2M1I. 
'dough; Wll. 'alpe; WM 'd111utru1T; m he tries; tw1i 'until; Q.ig it 
.fting.f; ~ 6 pinch: I have transcribed aspirated [~] with a dot under it. 
It is not actualJy retrofle1. but it is alveolar, whereas unaspirated /ti is 
dental. 

I shalJ attempt an explanation of these strange goings-on in terms of 
articulation. If we simply neglect to articulate any voiceless consonant while 
continuing to make it voiceless, the automatic result is merely expiration, i.e. 
[hi or aspiration. In the beginning of the shift of a consonant to (hi there is 
probably at first only relaxation of the articulation. then an articulatory 
gesture toward the articulation that has little or no acoustic effect, then 
finally, no articulation at all. This is what appears to have happened in the 
Old Spanish change of [fl to (hi. the Florentine change of !kl to [hi. the Proto
Greek change of Isl to (hi. etc. If syllable-final Isl ceased to be articulated in 
SeviJle Spanish. the result must have been a chunk of voiceless breath 
preceding the next sound, which is appro1imately what there stiJl is in some 
American dialects. But the chunk of voicelessness could easily combine with 
the next segment, making it partly or fulJy voiceless. Or, put another way, 
the following segment could be articulated too soon. while the voicelessness 
was stiJl there. What was formerly the folJowing segment is now 
simultaneous with the voiceless breath, and is therefore a voiceless segment. 
The voicelessness of the former /s/ is added to whatever used to follow the 
Isl. So (ml becomes [DJ], 9 -> fJ, a-> e, etc In the case of the voiceless stops, 
since they are already voiceless. they become aspirated. which is merely 
Wl:a.-devoiced because of increased delay in voice-onset time. (An aspirated 
voiceless sound is merely more thoroughly voiceless than an unaspirated 
one.) 

But I would like to emphasize that, although the phonetic explanation 
of these changes is simple, their effect on the phonological system is 
profound. The number of consonant phonemes is nearly doubled; and there 
is a contrast between /h/ and /1/, between /fl and If!/, and between 
aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops - phenomena which do not occur, 
so far as is known, in any other Neo-Latin dialect. 
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There are two things about Seville /s/ that I .have not yet mentioned 
although they are both illustrated in Table 2. The simpler one is on the very 
last line of the Table. When a word which begins with a vowel has its second 
syllable beg.inning with /hi, the final /s/ of a preceding word is retained, so 
that mis hijos 'my .fOIJ.r; and los ojqa 'the eye.r' are not [mihihol and 
[lob<'>hol but [misiho) and [Josohol. The other is that final Isl is dropped 
from verbs where its presence does not distinguish one form from another. 
In 1.vas a yenir? Are you Ko.inK lo CfJmel" [babaeenil the presence of lb/ 
signals second person and distinguishes Are you KOJOg lo CfJ1Dt1?' from ls he 
KOUJK to cv111el' 1.va a venir? [baeenil. But in Meaeen!J (Std. 
!tt19a$a0en1r]) the presence of the subject pronoun ill. signals second person, 
and !hi is generally omitted. Likewise, the first person plural ending .:m21, 
which is unambiguously first person plural whether the t is there or not, is 
generally reduced to 1-mol. no matter what follows it. So, instead of 
[bamohaeel (Std. [bamo$aeerJ) we have [bamoaeel for Jet's S#.' 
Unfortunately, everything I have mentioned is further complicated by the 
fact that SeviUanos know that their way of speaking is "incorrect", and on 
different levels of formality they make varying degrees of effort to conform 
to the standard, so therefore there is considerable variation, and there are 
many eiceptions to that which bas been presented here. 
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Notes 

I. Cf. for example, Castro 1924, Garcia de Diego 1959: 350-352. Llorente 
1962 

2. Probably still the most thorough treatment of standard European Spanish 
phonetics is Navarro 1918 (with new editions and reprintings up to the 
1960's). cf. also Alarcos Llorach 1961. 

3. There was considerable controversy concerning the phonological status of 
Spanish non-syllabic Iii and /u/ in the l 950's. A typical specimen is 
StockweU 1955. 

4. Although If.I > ly I is considered to be characteristicaUy Andalusian (and 
American), as noted at the beginning of this paper. parts of Andalusia and 
America preserve the fi. - y contrast while most of Castilla la Nueva has lost 
it. 

5. And, incidentally, about Spanish America, and therefore another mistaken 
reason for thinking that American Spanish is Andalusian. 

6. EspeciaHy in the province of Huelva, but also in the province of SeviJJe. 
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